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Abstract
There exist two general forms of exact algo rithms for updating probabilities in Bayesian Networks. The first approach involves using a structure, usually a clique tree, and performing local message based calculation to extract the be lief in each variable. The second general class of algorithm involves the use of non-serial dynamic programming techniques to extract the belief in some desired group of variables. In this paper we present a hybrid algorithm based on the lat ter approach yet possessing the ability to retrieve the belief in all single variables. The technique is advantageous in that it saves a NP-hard computa tion step over using one algorithm of each type. Furthermore, this technique re-enforces a conjec ture of Jensen and Jensen [JJ94] in that it still requires a single NP-hard step to set up the struc ture on which inference is performed, as we show by confirming Li and D'Ambrosio's [LD94] con jectured NP-hardness of OFP.
Overview
Bayesian Networks(BN) provide a standard way to repre sent a probability distribution on a series of discrete propo sitional variables. By taking advantage of independence information between the variables, BN's can reduce the amount of space necessary to specify the distribution, but they then require special algorithms to recover meaningful distributions. One such algorithm to recover the marginals of all the variables is known as the tree of cliques approach [LS88] [Pea88] [Nea90] [Jen96] .
Another approach to the calculation of a marginal proba bility distribution on a set of target variables, called Sym bolic Probabilistic Inference (SPI) is discussed in [LD94] .
It involves solving the Optimal Factoring Problem (OFP defined in Section 4) for the target set of variables whose
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Unknown, however, was the time complexity of the OFP. In [LD94] it was suggested that the OFP was NP-hard, but this was never shown. In sections 4 to 6 of this paper we will confirm Li and D'Ambrosio's conjecture that the OFP is indeed NP-hard by reduction from the secondary problem of non-serial dynamic programming.
In section 7 through 10 a new method, based on Li and D'Ambrosio's, is given that uses an OFP solution to build a data structure (called a factor tree, which is similar to the expression tree of [LD93] ) from which not only the target joint belief can be extracted, but also all the marginal be liefs. This is obtained by using a method that is similar in outline to the tree of cliques approach. This similarity extends even to the complexity of the algorithm in such a way as to further confirm Jensen's hypothesis that all algo rithms as efficient as the tree of cliques that recover single marginals must include an NP-hard step.
Symbolic Probabilistic Inference
Assuming that we have a Bayesian Network with DAG G = (V, E ) and conditional probability tables P(v;!II(vi)), where II(v i) are the parents of v i in G, we can, if only very inefficiently, recover the total joint proba bility using the chain rule for Bayesian Networks:
v;EV
and from this we can use marginalization to retrieve our belief in any subset of variables V' as:
(2)
The SPI algorithm is based on direct use of equations 1 and 2 to retrieve any desired joint. In order to avoid the exponential size of the resulting tables the fact that multiplica tion distributes over addition is employed to push some of the summations down into the products. This allows some control to be maintained over the size and time complexity of the resulting calculation by allowing variable elimina tion from the joint at the earliest possible time. The true cost of this method in fact hinges upon which ordering of terms is selected for equation 1. For example consider the network shown in Figure 1 . We can calculate the joint probability of the variables A and C directly from equations 1 and 2 using the equation
Assuming that each variable A, B, C, D , E has two states, this will need a table with 25 entries to be calculated that will requires at least 22 + 23 + 24 + 25 multiplications to construct and 28 additions to marginalize onto A and C. Thus using just equations 1 and 2 to get P(A, C) will re quire a total of 92 significant operations.
However, with a slight re-ordering of the terms combined by equation 1 followed by the distribution of the summ a tions from 2, we get
which requires only 24 multiplications and 12 additions for a total of 36 significant operations.
Since we can only push the summation of a variable down as far as its earliest occurrence in the combination order ing, the ordering determines the amount of time and space we can save. An appropriate combinatorial optimization approach is defined in [LD94] that treats each conditional probability any set of target variables whose joint density is required.
From that ordering the calculation of the joint occurs in ac cordance with equations 1 and 2 utilizing the distribution described above.
3 Non-Serial Dynamic Programming 4 Optimal Factoring Problem
The optimal factoring problem takes on the same role as 2-NSDP did for NSDP in that it gives us the minimum com bination (multiplication)-elimination(marginalization) or dering for the extraction of a joint marginal on a set of tar get variables, T, from a BN. The machinery of the prob lem is very simple. We start by building a set of sets S = { S1, ... , Sm} , henceforth to be called the factoring, s.t. each set, S i, is a subset of the variables, V, on which the BN is defi ned.
These sets correspond to the variables in the conditional probability tables for the BN. For example the BN in Figure   1 yields the set representation:
S ={{A} ,{A,B} ,{ A,C } ,{ B ,C,D}, {C,E}} In this way the process continues until all the sets have been combined and we are left with just one set equivalent to T.
Definition 2 (Optimal Factoring Problem) Given a setS of sets defined over a group of variables V that have no more than b possible states, calculate the combination or dering that fo r a target set of variables T minimizes the total cost as defined by fL.
Given a solution to the OFP we can clearly solve a decision problem version:
Def i nition 3 (OFP(c)) Given a fa ctoring, S , defined over a group of variables V, a value b to serve as the base of the cost fu nction JL, a target set ofvariables T, and a total cost c, does their exist a combination ordering s.t. the cost of deriving T is less than c?
Since a solution to the general OFP allows the immediate solution of the decision problem OFP(c), proof that OFP(c)
is NP-complete shows that the general optimal factoring problem is NP-hard.
Reduction
We reduce 2-NSDP(d) to OFP(c) in the following way:
• Define the variables for OFP(c) as the variables for 2-NSDP(d).
• For each function f i E F(l ::; i ::; n) create one set Si E S s.t. every variable in the domain of /i is in the set s i .
• Set b, the base of JL, ton.
• SetT = ¢.
• Set c = b'l+ 1
6 Proof of Theorem 1
Def i nition 4 (Function -Set Correspondence) We say that a fu nction fi corresponds to a set S i iff the variables in the domain of fi are equivalent to the members of the set S i .
Def i nition 5 (Function Set-Factoring Equivalence) We say that a jUnction set F is equivalent to a fa ctoring S iff fo r all S i E S there exists one and only one corresponding fu nction fi E F and there are no unmatched fu nctions in F.
Lemma 1 (Combination Set-Function Equivalence)
Let fu nction set F be equivalent to fa ctoring S. If we combine two sets Si E17 Sj in fa ctoring S to get the new fa c toring S' while combining their corresponding fu nctions fi El7 fj in F to get a new fu nction set F' then F' and S'
are fu nction set -fa ctoring equivalent.
In order to prove Lemma 1 we simply observe that all the sets in S are in a one to one correspondence with domains of all the functions in F. Then if we combine any two sets in S and combine their corresponding functions in F, be fore elimination, they are defi ned on the same variables.
That is S i u Sj is defined on the same variables as the do main of !i El7 h . Clearly since each combination replaces two sets (func tions) with just one there can be no more than n -1 com binations, where n is the number of sets (functions), until there is only one set (function) left. n -1 This concludes the proof of the reduction portion of Theo rem 1. All that remains to establish is that the problem is NP-complete is to show that it is in NP. This is an obvious result since we can check to see if a solution requires fewer that c multiplications in non-deterministic linear time.
We note that the base of the cost function can be reduced to an arbitrary integer k � 2 by simply replacing each vari able in the set of sets with flogk n l copies of itself (i.e. A becomes A 1 , . . . , Ap og k nl )· Since all these variables will exist in the same sets, they will be eliminated at the same time as the variable in the original set representation would be. Thus we can view the cost at any time for a combina tion as kflog; nl*di which is the same as (kflogk nl )d; that for the sake of the above proof is equivalent to nd•. The following algorithm constructs a factor tree in four phases.
1. Start by calculating the optimal factoring order for the network given the target set of variables whose joint is desired. 
Propagation Phase
Once the labeled factor tree described in section 2 is con structed, the algorithm takes on a propagation framework similar to Pearl's method [Pea88] for singly connected net works. We begin at the leaf nodes and propagate up the edges along the direction marked. Messages are tables that are combined using pointwise multiplication [Jen96, Sec tion 4.1].
Once the top of the factor tree is reached we send a new message down the edges in the reverse direction. For the sake of notational similarity we will call the messages that travel up the graph A messages and those that travel down the graph 1r messages. This similarity in naming does not strictly correspond to a similarity in purpose, as we shall soon see. The following are the procedures performed by each node when it receives a message (either A or 1r).
Leaf Nodes
A messages -are not received by the leaf nodes by defi nition.
1r messages-are ignored by the leaf nodes.
Root Node
A message -Set the 1r message for this node to 1 and send it to its child.
Internal Nodes
Amessages - 3. Send that as the 1r message to the right child.
4. Combine the rr message with the A message sent by the right child.
5. Send that as the rr messages to the left child.
The following is the procedure performed by a labeled edge whenever a message is sent along it.
Labeled Edge
A message-Store the lambda message in the edge.
rr message-Combine the rr message with the stored A message; then marginalize the result onto the variable for which the edge is labeled, obtaining the probability distribution for that variable. In the case of the edge entering into the root it will contain the desired joint.
In the case where variables have been instantiated, marginalization simply passes through the values from the interim table that correspond to the instantiation. In this case P(¢ ) will be zero whenever an impossible combina tion of instantiated variables is given, otherwise it will be the joint marginal probability of the instantiated variables, which is customarily called the probability of the evidence
9 Correctness
Without loss of generality we will prove that the belief in one variable v contained at the edge labeled with v is valid.
This edge connects Vi to Vj and we start our proof by re moving it from the graph. We then add a new node labeled v' in its place. Two new edges are then added: one from v i to v' and the other from Vj to v'. We then re-orient all other edges in the graph so that v' becomes the root of a new factor tree. Above this node we place a new P(v) node, and we add an edge from v' to the new node P( v) labeled with all the variables contained in v' except v. Clearly this is a legal factor tree and represents a legal combination or dering with respect to equations 1 and 2 with respect to distribution.
For example consider the task of retrieving P (B) from the factor tree in Figure 4 . Using the above method we modifY the tree so that we arrive at the tree shown in Figure 5 which does indeed correspond to the following legal combination
In general, consider any labeled edge in the original graph, G, and apply a similar transformation to it, obtaining a new graph G'. Clearly, the rr message sent down the edge in the original graph, G, is equivalent to one of the A message sent to the node n' in the new graph, G', while the other A message received by v' is the same in both graphs. Thus the edge labeled with v has access to the same messages in the original graph that the node v' has access to in the new graph. Therefore the labeled edge in G can compute the same legal belief in v that G' calculates in the node v'.
In other words the two messages combined in the labeled edge in the original graph are in actuality the two A mes sages it would receive in the modified graph, and the belief calculated at the labeled edge is the same as that computed by a factor tree built for the variable in the label.
Time Complexity
Define:
n-the number of variables in the network.
b -the number of states of the largest variable in the network.
k -the number of variables in the largest table in the factor tree.
multiplications:
1. Each internal node (of which there are n-1) combines 3 tables using no more than bk multiplications. 2. Each labeled edge (of which there are n) combines a A message with a rr message using no more that bk multiplications.
additions:
1. Each labeled edge marginalizes twice.
(a) Once whenever a A message passes it using no more than bk additions.
(b) Once to remove the final distribution from its stored combination of A and 7l" messages using no more than bk additions.
2. Each internal table where a rr message is received may need to marginalize the message onto its local label using no more than bk additions.
This means that the factor tree method to recover the prob ability of all the variables requires at most 4nbk multiplica tions and at most 3nbk additions giving the algorithm a to tal complexity of at most 7nbk significant operations. This time complexity is comparable with the complexity of the tree of cliques approach which runs in at most 5mb1 where m is the number of cliques, b is the same, and l is the num ber of variables in the largest clique [Nea90] . In fact, since the merging of variables into cliques reduces a linear fac tor, n, at the possible expense of an exponential factor, bk, it seems likely that graphs exist for which this algorithm is more efficient (although none have yet been found).
Two further improvements can be made to this approach. First, in the case where one wishes to calculate the joint and single beliefs multiple times, one can merge all sub-trees that don't contain a labeled edges into a single node. This merged node then takes the place of the conformal node that was at the root of the merged sub-tree in the factor tree and will save one the amount of calculation that was necessary to build the conformal node that the merged node replaces.
Second, it is interesting to note that the optimal factoring problem can be run with no target set of variables. In this case the set reached just before finishing, or the node just below the root of the factor tree, will contain the most effi ciently calculable probability, joint or single, for the net work. This fact can be easily established by contradic tion: since summing away has no cost for OFP, the joint or marginal immediately beneath the root must be the most 
Conclusions
We proved that OFP is NP-hard, confirming Li and D'Ambrosio's [LD94] conjecture. We extended SPI to compute all single-variable marginal beliefs as well as an arbitrary joint belief. The new algorithm contains one NP-hard step, namely the solution of an instance of OFP, thereby reinforcing Jensen and Jensen's [JJ94] conjecture that any scheme for belief updating has an NP-hard opti mality step or is less efficient than the junction tree scheme.
Three situations are possible:
1. In some cases, the junction tree method is more effi cient than the factor tree method described in this pa per, and in some cases the factor tree method is more efficient; 2. one method strictly dominates the other; 
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